Office of the Executive Engineer  
Salt Lake Reclamation Division  
Nirman Bhawan, Salt Lake,  
Kolkata- 700 091  

CORRIGENDUM-1  

Memo No. 8-126/2021/1401  
Date: 06/01/2022  

Tender Title: WBUDD/EE/SL RD/NIT05(e)/2021 22 of EE/SLRD  
Tender Reference No N. I. T No - WBUDD/EE/SL RD/NIT05(e)/2021 22 of EE/SLRD  
Tender ID: 2021_UPD_35837_142  

Name of Work: 1. Temporary protection of existing drain adjacent to Oxidation pond beside Belgachia Dumping  
   Ground against sliding of sludge under Salt lake Reclamation Division of Salt Lake Reclamation and Development  
   Circle (SLRDC) during 2021-2022.  
   2. Repair and one time cleaning of Double Barrel Drain and drain from Vivek nagar Pump house to  
   Oxidation pond, Vivek nagar Pump house to Harish colony and adjacent, beside Belgachia Dumping ground under Salt  
   lake Reclamation Division of Salt Lake Reclamation and Development Circle (SLRDC) during 2021-2022.  

> All bidders are hereby requested to read all "B.M.S Division" as "Salt Lake Reclamation  
   Division" in the notice of the above mentioned works.  

> All other terms and conditions would remain same.  
> It would be the part of tender agreement.  

Executive Engineer  
Salt Lake Reclamation Division  

Memo No.  

Copy forwarded for information & necessary action to:-  

1. The Secretary, to the Govt. of W.B., Department of Urban Development Department & Municipal Affairs,  
   Nagarayan,  
2. Special Engineer, S L R & D Circle, Nirman Bhawan, Salt Lake, Kolkata-91.  
3. Computer Cell of Urban Development Department, Nagarayan Bldg. DF Block, Salt Lake, Kolkata-64  
   with a request to publish this corrigendum in Departmental website of Urban  
   Development Department, www.wburbandev.gov.in  
4. Executive Engineer, Salt Lake Reclamation Division, Nirman Bhawan, Salt Lake, Kolkata-91.  
5. Executive Engineer, Salt Lake Construction Division, Nirman Bhawan, Salt Lake, Kolkata-91  
6. Executive Engineer, Bidhannagar Municipal Services Division, Nirman Bhawan, Salt Lake, Kolkata-91.  
7. Executive Engineer, Central Mechanical Division, Nirman Bhawan, Salt Lake, Kolkata-91.  
8. Head Estimator, Salt Lake Reclamation & Development Circle  
9. Notice Board of this Office.  

Executive Engineer  
Salt Lake Reclamation Division